6/23

Get something on Resiliency on Dem Convention Procedure (NCG plan, etc.)

Look at area for delegate titles, many delegs, etc.

Citizens or RNC or Am Enterp Inst.

Lawyers

Action

2. To Caufield

6/23 5:20
Nothing to be in writing

Caufield to find out who & where the fitsj worry

6/24 - Gordon AA's Acquit
to pull me out to sea

The gallery is go
crown

eem is out the water

I get caught in the middle
got caught in the middle

crown is going to sea

crown is going to leave, will just leave
(5) please IRS confirm
guy - full field
clock clip

Action
G = Dick Howard
6/23, 6p.

get list of
top ten 
contests - pull audits

of dove
McG, EMK
Muckie